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Abstract:- Lately, there has been growing interest of users in Roman-Urdu text processing by using English language
keyboard over the various social network platforms in Pakistan as well as in some other states of Indo-European.
Nonetheless, one major issue in Roman-Urdu text processing is that it has no standardized lexicon, resulting one word
in Urdu have different spelling variations. Due to this fact, least work is reported in Urdu language by the NLP
researcher’s community. The objective of this study is to provide comprehensive review on Roman-Urdu and Urdu
language, which covers previous works done by authors in this area. Further, we discuss grammatical structure of
Urdu languages, pre-processing techniques, software tools and database used in Roman-Urdu and Urdu language.
Furthermore, performance metrics, algorithms techniques have also been illustrated. Finally, in conclusion, research
findings and future directions are highlighted as to give novel ideas in this area.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing (NLP), Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA), Roman-Urdu (UR), Named Entity Recognition (NER), Parts of Speech (POS)
1. Introduction
Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and also is an official language in some states of India. It is estimated that roughly
200 million people in Pakistan and 1.65 billion people in India speak Urdu language. European countries like USA, including
UK, Canada have also Urdu speakers. The Urdu language family evolved from Indo-European, Indo–Iranian and Indo-Aryan.
To a further extend it has roots in Persian, Arabic and exhibit most similarity with South Asian languages and has structural
similarity with Hindi. In past, less research has been done in Urdu language compared to European Languages. This gap is
due to lack of interest by the engineering community along with insufficient availability of linguistic resources [1].
Nonetheless, due to the emergence of mobile phone technology, people communicate with each other and share their views in
Urdu language format with the use of English alphabets and so called Roman Urdu. Due to its ease in usage, therefore, it is
being heavily used as a digital communication medium on different applications. Such as a (SMS) Short Service Messaging,
Facebook, Whatsapp, Twitter, etc. In order to make computers to learn and understand Natural Language, the term NLP is
predominately used to achieve this task by making interaction between humans and computers.
Table 1. Diacritic in Urdu

Tasks of NLP include morphological analysis, Parts of Speech (POS) tagging, removal of stop words, parsing, and so on.
NLP for English language is quite mature, but there is a lot of gap in terms of work to be done on Urdu as well as in Roman
Urdu language. There are total fifteen (15) vowels in Urdu, however, to describe a particular vowel, Urdu has set of diacritical
marks that are above or below a character which defines a particular vowel. It has mainly four diacritic which are being used
to represent photonics [2].
For example, Table 1 depicts such combination of letter
‘b’ . In addition, transliteration of Roman Urdu into other
languages can be achieved using Google Translate API. Therefore, dictionary based transliteration work is no more required
to do.
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Table 2. Translation with codes

This process of transliteration nowadays is performed through mapping codes of English alphabets into Urdu letters. Table 1
shows transliteration process with output. Moreover, roman Urdu android application has also been developed for mobile
users [3]. Where a user can type a word in roman urdu and translator provides corresponding output on the screen as shown
in Figure 1

Figure 1. Roman Urdu Transliteration
Besides mentioned above, Seq2Seq model of transliteration for Roman Urdu and Urdu has been developed. Where dictionary
of Roman-Urdu and Urdu is created for one to one mapping [4] that is shown in Tab,e 3.
Table 3. Sequence to Sequence Model of Transliteration

The objective of this paper is to provide comprehensive study on algorithms and software applications that are being used in
processing of Roman Urdu to Urdu language transliteration. And also give research contributions’ of authors over a past
decade. Based on those findings further recommendations and research directions are given to potential young researchers in
this area.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II provides Urdu Language syntax structure. Section III describes
Datasets and their sources over the Web. Section IV explains detailed of tools and techniques used in Roman Urdu. Finally,
Section V gives conclusions remarks, challenges and future directions.
2. URDU LANGUAGE SYNTAX AND PRE-PROCESSING
Urdu is rich in syntax structure; it means there exists single word that exhibits variance. It has more importance in NLP to
study the structure of Urdu language. Also it resemble with other indo-European Languages. The comprehensive overview on
syntax structure is given as under:
Noun: Urdu noun in grammar comprises of two genders: one is masculine another is feminine. Noun with specific gender
suffixes are called as marked noun and those with no special gender suffix are called as unmarked nouns.
Examples of marked noun: ( لڑکاLarka,Boy), ( مرغاMurgha, Rooster),
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( بچہBacha, Male child) and ( روپيہRupayaa, Money).
Examples of unmarked noun: (Ghar, House) , (Kaam, Work),
(Kitaab, Book).
Verb: The verb is doer of some action and in Urdu there are four basic forms of verb. 1) Root (Stem), 2) Imperfective
participle(ism-i-Halia), 3) perfective participle (ism-i-Maful), and 4) infinitive(Masdar).
Pre-processing:
Data-preprocessing is an important precursor module during IR, Data Mining and NLP methods. This includes four basic
subtasks: stop words removal, diacritics removal, Normalization and Stemming.
Stop Words Removal: Natural language is combination of two types of words: they are content words in which meaning is
associated with them and another are functional words which have no meaning associated with them. Stop words are
functional words that don’t require to be retrieved.
Diacritics removal: Urdu text use Diacritics to alter pronunciation of a word, however, they are optional characters in the
language. In Urdu, diacritics/Aerab (zer, zabar, and pesh) are often observed because most users avoid diacritics in text during
typing except if there is word ambiguity. E.g. (Ganna, Sugar Cane) and (Gunna,Number of Times) create ambiguity.
Text normalization: Text Normalization is the process of transforming by which multiple data with equivalent representation
is made into its standard form in the language. There are two types of equivalence: 1. canonical equivalence, 2. compatibility
equivalence and these are used to bring equivalence between characters and four Unicode normalization formats viz:
Normalization Form D(NFD), , Normalization Form KD (NFKD),Normalization Form KC (NFKC), and Normalization Form
C (NFC). Comprehensive overview of normalization is available on the Unicode Website.
Stemming: Stemming is a kind of pre-processing activity which standardize words into its root and is applied on textual data
before to IR, DM, and NLP. One major application of stemmers is that it is implemented as to enhance the recall of a search
engine. Stemming reduces word into its origin/root , for instance, root of (Larkian, Girls) is (Larki, Girl) and the root of
(Kitabein, Books) is (Kitab, Book).
3. Urdu Data-set
In this section, we discuss different type of dataset used in Roman-Urdu and Urdu corpus. They are mentioned as below.
Web Dataset: Web data-set is collected via different websites and sources over the Internet. The dataset include Bio Social
Workers, Bio Graphies, Blog, Khuwaar, Reddit, City News Tweets, Express Urdu Tweets, Nida Imranist, Urdu SMS, Shashca,
and Pakish News. Comprehensive list of Roman-Urdu dataset is given in Table 4.
S.No.

Description

1

Roman Urdu
Dictionary

2

Transliteration

3
4

Facebook posts
Tweets

5

News

6

Poetry

7
8

Articles
Books

9

SMS

10

Song Lyrics

11

Blogs Magzines

12

Quran Hadith &
Naat
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Sources on web
http://www.urduword.com
http://www.travel-culture.com/pakistan/ urdu-roman-script.shtml
http://www.urdupoint.com
http://www.urduinc.com/roman-to-urdu-meaning-dictionary
http://www.translate.google.com
http://www.ijunoon.com/transliteration/urdu- to-roman
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.twitter.com
http://www.pakishnews.com/rur
http://www.shashca.com
http://www.urdusadpoetry.com
http://www.nitasweb.com
http://www.ahnafmedia.com/articles-in-roman
http://www.dislamicbooks.com/2015/12/ download-ghaflat-pdf-in-roman-urdu-by.html
http://www.freeurdujokes.com/Roman-Urdu-Jokes
http://www.wishmsg.com
http://www.github.com/CIIT-HCI/Roman-Urdu-SMS-Corpus[12]
http://www.singers.urdupoetry.net
http://www.songlyrics.com/a-r-rahman/jai-ho-lyrics
http://www.bollywoodhungama.com/more/lyrics
http://www.geetonkikitaab.com
http://www.meharshahbaz.weebly.com/ urdu-love-story.html
http://www.asian-women-magazine.co
http://www.hadithinroman.blogspot.com
http://www.world136.com/islam
Table 4. Roman-Urdu Dataset
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4.1. Software Tools and API
This section provides description of different software tools and algorithms which have been used in Roman Urdu Text.
They are described as under:
Python: It is a very powerful programming language for conducting data analysis and research as it provide rich
library for such tasks. Python software is open source and is available on Web with different flavors. The most popular
IDEs are Pycharm, Spyder, LiClipse, NetBeans, Wing, Pystudio, Anaconda enterprise distribution and e.t.c.
JAVA: Java is a general-purpose programming language that is concurrent, class-based, object oriented and is
specifically designed to have as few implementation dependencies. It intends to let application developers “write
once, run anywhere" that means compiled Java code can run on all platforms that support Java without th e need for
recompilation. Java applications are typically compiled to bytecode that can run on any Java Virtual (JVM) regardless
of computer architecture. As of 2016, Java is one of the most popular programming languages particularly used for
client-server web applications, with nine million developers.
Tweepy API: Tweepy is an open-source programme, hosted on GitHub which enables Python programming to communicate
with the Twitter platform using its API. The current version of Tweepy was 3.8. It was released on July 14, 2019, and offers
various bug fixes and new functionality compared to previous versions.
Maps Tweet: It converts Latitude to Longitude to an Address; Website is used to locate the longitude and latitude location of
Pakistan. The study also focuses on performing a sentimental analysis on modern Urdu language.
WEKA: (WEKA) Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysisis is a collection of machine learning algorithms for solving
real-world data mining problems, written in Java and runs on almost any platform. The algorithms can either be applied
directly to a dataset or called from Java code. It is an open source tool for training machine language. Labeled messages are
converted into format that is accepted by WEKA. Using ‘StringToWordVector’ function in WEKA changes text to numeric
instances. After this conversion, almost all algorithms except those which run on binary attributes are applied to dataset. Then
this function generates word vectors for classification.
4.2. Algorithm Techniques
Algorithm Techniques implemented in Urdu Language Processing are mostly categorized into following:
➢
Rule Based Machine Translation
➢
Statistical Machine Translation
➢
Example Based Machine Translation
➢
Neural Nets Machine Translation
Rule Based Machine Translation: Rule Based Machine Translation requires more linguistic knowledge in order to develop
proper rules for translation. The system relies on different linguistic rules to achieve translation process from source to target
language. In [5 ] presented rule-based Urdu Lemmatizer technique that removes suffix from root word through addition of
some useful and relevant information to extract the meaningful root. Rules are generated in database and then lemmatizer is
developed. By using this method Lemma or Root word can be easily retrieved. The system was tested on dataset of 1000
words and it achieves 90.30% accuracy.
In [6] proposed an automated speech language text understanding system in which rules are generating for analyzing the
natural languages that extracts the relative meanings from the given text. The rules are designed for speech languages such as
Urdu, English, Arabic, and Chinese. User type script in above mentioned languages and system efficiently comprehend speech
language and provide respective context meaning.
In [7] suggested a model for translation of Roman Urdu to the English language where grammatical syntax of different
sentences of Roman Urdu was developed for translation into English Language. The results showed that it provides best results
while translation of Roman Urdu into English as compared to Google Translator. However, the disadvantage of Rule Based
Machine Translation is that it requires extensive human labor for defining rules and also it takes much time in rules
modification.
Statistical Machine Translation: Statistical machine translation applies statistical probability theories for analyzing large
datasets. This technique in NLP uses concepts of Machine Learning (ML) and Data Mining (DM). The statistical based
learning algorithms are categorized into two types: parametric, and non-parametric. Parameters are trained on a dataset and
test set performed is used to evaluate NLP tasks. In [8] suggested sentiment analysis system for obtaining comments/opinions
in Roman Urdu where dataset of comments/opinion was collected from different websites. And three ML algorithms namely:
NB (Naive Bayes), LRSGD (Logistic Regression with Stochastic Gradient Descent) and SVM (Support Vector Machine) are
implemented on dataset. Where results showed that SVM performance is better than NB and LRSGD and achieved 87.22%
accuracy. Similarly in [9] authors proposed sentiments analyzer for twitter accounts for Urdu language. The database is created
through linking it Tweepy API and translated Urdu tweets. There are total 1690 Tweets and they are categorized into positive
845 of positive and 845 of negative tweets. SVM and NB algorithms are used to test results where experiments showed that
NB provides 79% accuracy.
In [10] proposed recognition system for Urdu Numerals from Urdu OCR Documents. Feature extraction methods viz, Zernike
moments, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Gabor filter are used for numerical features. In addition, classification
techniques, such as k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Linear, Polynomial and Radial
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Basis Function (RBF) are implemented. Total 1470 samples for training and 734 samples for testing are provided to the
classifiers for Urdu numeral recognition. Results showed recognition accuracy of 99.1826%. In [11] suggested multi-text
classification model for news text dataset, in which corpus of news in Urdu and Roman was consisting of Accidental,
Education, Entertainment, International, Sports and Weather For multi-text classification task ML techniques are used such
as Naive Bayes Classifier, Logistic Regression, Random Forest Classifier, Linear SVC, and KNeighbors Classifier.
Experiments results provided that Linear Support Vector Classifier give highest 96% accuracy among rest of methods.
Statistical learning intelligence depends upon the feature extraction; therefore, it results in yielding good feature vector that
is most suitable to the task.
Hybrid Machine Translation: Hybrid machine translation is a combination of two or more machine translation techniques
in order to enhance the performance of translation system. In [12] proposed Urdu sentiment classification for positive and
negative opinions. It extracts discourse information (sub sentence level information) and used it to create features for machine
learning. From it they generated rules for BoW(Bag of Words) model. Their results showed significantly improved metrics in
terms of precision, recall and accuracy. Similarly, in [13] Urdu blogs for sentiment analysis from multiple domains was
described, where they used the Lexicon-based approach and the Supervised Machine Learning approach. Both approaches
are combined together to perform sentiment analysis. The results concluded that Lxicon based method outperforms over
supervised Machine Learning not only in terms of precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy but also in terms of time
consumption. In [14] investigated positive and negative views in text for sentiment analysis of Roman Urdu. For this task,
they collected Roman Urdu dataset of 779 reviews from different domains, namely: Drama, Movie, Mobile Reviews, Politics,
and Miscellaneous (Misc). For this purpose, it used unigram, bigram and uni-bigram (unigram + bigram) features for five
different classifiers in order to compute accuracies. In this paper, total thirty six (36) experiments were conducted, and they
concluded that Naïve Bayes (NB) and Logistic Regression (LR) outperformed than other classifiers on similar task.
Neural Machine Translation: Lately, with the power of deep learning, neural network trend has increased dramatically in
machine translation tasks due to its promising results. Neural machine translation use state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms
in which massive datasets of translated sentences are employed to train a model as to achieve translation between any two
languages. In [15] proposes a deep learning model to extract the emotions/attitudes of people given in Roman Urdu. It consists
of 10,021 sentences which were classified as positive, negative and neural and belonging to different categories namely:
Sports; Software; Food & Recipes; Drama; and Politics. The sentiment analysis techniques was performed using Rule-based,
N-gram, and Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) models. The obtained results show that (RCNN) outperformed
than other tested models. In [16] suggested Deep Neural Long-short time memory model (LSTM) for Roman Urdu Sentiment
Analysis. The paper provides a foundation of using Deep Learning to perform sentiment analysis on Roman Urdu. Their
experimental results showed improved accuracy compared to Machine Learning techniques. It has extraordinary capability to
capture long-range information and solve gradient attenuation problem, as well as represent future contextual information,
semantics of word sequence magnificently. This paper is the foundation of adapting Deep learning methods to perform Roman
Urdu Sentiment Analysis. Their experimental results show the significant accuracy surpassed accuracy of baseline Machine
learning methods.
In [17] proposed pseudo transfer learning using monolingual dataset in sequence to sequence LSTM technique for improving
the Roman Urdu transliteration. The method overcomes heavy training requirement and save computational resources. The
experiment is conducted for the character-based Romanized Urdu script to Perso-Arabic Urdu script transliteration. The
obtained results show, proposed method achieved BLEU accuracy of 80.1% in 100 epochs.
4.3. NLP Tasks
Mostly commonly employed tasks in NLP are explained as under:
Sentence Boundary Disambiguation: Sentence boundary disambiguation also called Sentence boundary detection is a most
important task in NLP. For example, In English and Urdu language sentences end with a period but same is not with most
natural languages. In English sentence boundary disambiguation is easier as compared to Urdu. Because Urdu has no
capitalization feature that may provide clue to identify sentence boundary.
Parts of Speech (POS) Tagging: POS tagging technique is used in linguistic text analysis for different purposes in natural
language processing namely: speech processing, information extraction, machine translation, and beside other related task. It
firstly detects syntax categories based on grammatical rules in the sentence and secondly applies tagging on it. Based on
training data the system predicts words which are tagged in corresponding sentence. POS is quite difficult task in languages
with rich linguistic resources compared to fewer linguistic languages. In Urdu different tag sets have been designed such as
EMILLE corpus based on Eagle standard, CRULP POS dataset, and CLE and BJ dataset.
Named Entity Recognition (NER): A Named Entity Recognition (NER) extracts real world entities in text which include
proper noun that assists in classification based on their types. Examples are Imran Khan, Donald Triumph, Pakistan, MIT
University; Named Entity Recognition (NER) plays a pivotal role in a wide range of applications such as in machine
translation, information retrieval, and question answering systems.
Initially NER task was proposed by Grishman and Sundheim (1996) in the Sixth Message Understanding Conference. Here
after, there have been numerous NER tasks (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003; Tjong Kim Sang, 2002; Piskorski et al.,
2017. Previously, NER systems were developed using handcrafted rules, orthographic features, lexicons, and ontologies. After
that NER systems were suggested which were based on feature-engineering and machine learning.
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Tokenization: Tokenization is a precursor step in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. This processor is used to separate
a text into chunks so called tokens and these include words, characters, or subwords. Tokenization of Urdu language is different
due to its inconsistent spaces between words. In contrast to English where spaces provide clue about word boundaries and
make tokenization easier. The tokenization technique can be broadly classified into three categories: 1) feature based
techniques, 2) rule based techniques, 3) statistical based techniques. However, there are numerous issues in Urdu tokenization
of which main are space insertion and space exclusion.
Parsing: Parsing is a process of knowing the syntactic structure of a text by evaluating its essential words through analyzing
grammar of the language. Parsing has number of applications where it plays an important role including machine translation,
word sense disambiguation, summarization, natural language text understanding, and question answering systems. There are
mainly two techniques in parsing, they are rule based grammar also known as context free grammar and statistical based
parsing. Further they are two types of parsing one is top-down and another is bottom up. Former one start with root string (S)
and split down until desired string is achieved and latter begin with lowest part in order to form a tree from string.
4.4 Performance Metrics
The performance metrics used in NLP are Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-measure. Recall and precision are inversely
proportional where recall increases precision decreases. The F-measure is narrated as a harmonic mean of precision (P) and
recall (R). In information retrieval these are explained as under:
𝑡𝑝
Precision (P) = (𝑡𝑝 )
(1)
𝑓𝑝

Recall (R) = tp / tp + f n
(2)
Accuracy (A) = tp + tn / tp + tn + f p + f n
(3)
F−Measure (F) = 2PR / P + R
(4)
Where“tp”, “fp”, “fn” and “tn” represents True Positive, False Positive, False Negative and True Negative, respectively.
Another commonly employed performance metric in NLP is Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) which measure the
quality of machine translated text with the reference text. It provides output value either 0 or 1, higher value means
translation is much closer to human being. The BLEU score can be calculated using following equation:
P= mmax / Wt
(5)
P in equation is precision value of BLEU, mmax is the no. of words present similar in reference sentence and output
sentence and Wt refer to total no: of words in output sentence.
5. CONCLUSION
Roman-Urdu and Urdu Natural Language Processing is not a trivial task due to complex nature of corpus. This paper provides
literature review on Urdu and Roman-Urdu, also describes its syntax structure. In addition, we discussed database, tools, API’s
and algorithms techniques used by researchers in this area.
5.1 Research Findings and Future Directions
After thoroughly investigation following are the main findings of this research:
•
There are no standardized spellings criteria in Roman-Urdu, so, there exists multiple spellings for a word. Therefore,
extensive work is required to build a model for Roman-Urdu script to Urdu language transliteration and vice versa.
•
Recognition of printed characters in Urdu language is still an open challenging problem which needs to be addressed.
•
Use of Neural Networks models is highly recommended for Urdu Language processing in order to improve its
performance.
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